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Animal Ortho Care (AOC) is one of the fastest growing vet bracing companies in the world, with 
a mission to revolutionize rehabilitation and pain management for a wide range of animals, 
from domestic pets to sanctuary animals. We are passionate about continuously 
developing new and innovative medical products that help animals lead better lives. Since the 
company was founded in 2005, AOC has helped more than 20,000 animals – and we’re just 
getting started.

AOC is proud to be one of the Caerus Corporation’s family of companies. 
Minnesota-based Caerus Corporation’s mission is to change the course of animal 
rehabilitation by applying medical technologies already proven in the human space. 

AOC is dedicated to improving and developing patented technologies that complement 
and expand our line of animal rehabilitation products. All of our animal braces combine 
dynamic hinges with tensioning systems that allow for adjustability, as well as 
durable thermoformable plastics and cushioning medical-grade foam to provide a precise 
fit and maximum comfort. 

Our ability to customize animal braces allows us the opportunity to treat animals of all shapes 
and sizes. AOC has fitted them all, from goats and cats, to elephants and llamas. AOC 
continues to expand its animal clientele in an effort to further improve the lives of all animals in 
need.  

AOC is based in Arden Hills, MN. For more information, and to follow the inspiring stories of the 
animals we treat, please visit us on:  
• www.aocpet.com
• Instagram: @animalorthocare
• Twitter: @animalorthocare
• YouTube: @AnimalOrthocare
• Facebook: @animalorthocarellc

A N I M A L  O R T H O  CA R E



O U R  P R O D U C T S

AOC offers custom-made orthotics bracing, ready-to-fit bracing, 

pain management therapy, and bionic pet prosthetics. We continue 

to introduce groundbreaking technologies to the market and offer 

superior bracing support for animals of all sizes. 

AOC’s pain management device is the first-of-its-kind, using 

patented EM technology to provide wearable pain relief. This multi-

use system allows pets to move around in comfort whether battling 

arthritis or recovering from an injury. 

Product orders are fulfilled with rapid turnaround and delivery times 

and include instructional videos and customer care guidance for pet 

owners to use at home.  
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Through Animal Ortho Care’s commitment to giving back to our community, we are pleased to work with nonprofit 

organizations that save the lives of animals in need, care for and enrich their lives, and treat them with affordable bracing 

and medical care. Together with the support of caregivers and others in our community, we are committed to improving 

the quality of life for animals of all sizes – from dachshunds to elephants – throughout the U.S. and internationally.

O U R  C O M M U N I T Y

AOC works with nonprofit organizations and animal sanctuaries including the Woodstock Farm Sanctuary (NY), Goats 

of Anarchy (NJ), Living with Elephants Foundation (Botswana), and the Animal Hope and Wellness Foundation (CA).




